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Dear parents, caregivers and community members,
On Sunday week ago, I had the absolute pleasure of seeing our students shine with their
involvement with the Anzac Day Dawn Service. Their behaviour, levels of respect and
dedication is to be commended. I thank Dani Schubert for all of her hard work with
preparing our students and the behind the scenes work that took place with our local RSL.
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Last Thursday, the students in the year 5/6 and 6/7 class were treated to a boat cruise from
Murray Bridge to Tailem Bend on the Captain Proud. Along the way the students learnt about
local Aboriginal history and participated in various activities complementing their learning
about World War 1 and Anzac Day last term. This special excursion was organised by the
local RSL in recognition of the hard work and dedication from students and staff.

Diary Dates
SUPER SPRINT CAR
STREET PARTY
Thurs 6th May
MOTHERS DAY
Sunday 9th May
NAPLAN WEEK
Mon 10th May – Fri
14th May

The connection that we have with our local RSL is special and one that we should all be
proud of. I thank the RSL for their ongoing support of our school and community.

Open Ended Problem Solving
At Tailem Bend Primary School we teach maths through Open Ended Tasks, incorporating the
Maths Proficiencies of Fluency, Problem Solving, Reasoning and Understanding. An Open
Ended Task is a maths activity where there is more than one way to solve the problem, and
often more than one solution. This is where the term ‘Open’ comes from. For example,
instead of asking a student what is 3×8 (which is a closed question because it has only one
answer of 24), we flip the problem to become ‘the answer is 24, what could the
multiplication problem be?’ (this is now an ‘Open Task’ because there is more than one way
to solve this problem).

“ T o B e P ositive & S uccessful”

YR 7 TRANSITION
EVENING
Monday 10th May @
7pm
GOVERNING COUNCIL
MEETING
Tue 11th May @
5.30pm
DREAM BIG
EXCURSION
Fri 28th May

Research shows that Open Ended Tasks provide
students with the opportunity to problem solve, think
deeply about a problem and communicate their
thinking to peers and teachers, allowing them to
develop more in depth understandings.
We recognise that when we provide students with an
Open Ended Task, some students might find it a little
difficult, whereas some students might be eager for a
further challenge. This is where we use Enabler Tasks
and Extender Tasks when presenting an Open Ended
Task. An Enabler Task is a similar task to the Open
Ended Task, but it has been modified slightly to allow
an easier entry point. Some students may be required
to complete the Enabler Task to help them become
more ready to complete the Open Ended Task
presented. An Extender task, on the other hand, is an
extension task that builds upon the original Open
Ended question. So, once a student completes the
Open Ended Task, they can be challenged further by
completing the Extender Task.
Research shows that offering the maths curriculum
using Open Ended Tasks, with both Enablers and
Extenders, allows ALL students to find an entry point
into the task and then to exit with an increased level
of mathematical understanding.
Students use manipulatives (concrete materials) to
support their learning, and are regularly encouraged
to explain their mathematical thinking.
Teachers collect and use student work samples in
order to direct planning, teaching and assessment
that is catered to the needs of every student.
Have a great week!
Travis

Student Well-being
StandBy Support after Suicide
What is Suicide?
Suicide is a reaction to overwhelming feelings of
loneliness, worthlessness, helplessness,
hopelessness and depression.
Suicide occurs when a person’s pain exceeds their
resources to cope. (Kerkhof and Diekstra 1995).
Myth: Asking someone if they are suicidal will
put the idea in their mind.
Fact:
Asking someone about suicide directly
opens up the channels to talk honestly and

openly about the problem. They feel listened to
and better able to identify what is happening for
them.
Myth: People who talk about suicide just want
attention.
Fact: Talking about suicide is a warning sign.
Warning signs should be taken notice of.
Myth: If a person wants to die by suicide nothing
can stop it happening.
Fact: Heightened suicidality is often short term
and situation specific. While suicidal thoughts
may return, they are not permanent.
Myth:
If you promised to keep someone’s
suicide plans secret you should always keep that
promise.
Fact: You should never promise to keep suicide
plans a secret. Telling you about the plan can be a
cry or invitation for help. It is a massive burden
to carry should that person act on those plans.
Myth: The only people who can really help are
professional such as psychiatrists, psychologists,
counsellors etc.
Fact: There are many people who can help. Most
important is the person who is “there” including
family and friends. Everyone can be part of
creating a suicide-safe community.
Myth: Most suicidal people never ask for
help…suicide happens without warning.
Fact: People may not ask for help. Many people
seek help from friends. Many people make
contact with their doctor or a health professional
in the three months before attempting suicide.
Myth: Suicidal people are always mentally ill.
Fact: Suicide is a complex issue and many factors
can be involved. Many people who attempt
suicide may be depressed, unhappy, sad or
violent before the act. It is known that mental
health problems, particularly depression, can
increase vulnerability to suicide. Having a mental
problem, however, does not mean a person will
have thoughts of suicide – many do not.
(adapted from World Health Organisation,
Preventing Suicide; a global imperative)

Useful Resources:
 Standby (Support after Suicide) phone
0437 752 458
 Mental Health Triage (Crisis – 24 hours)
phone 13 14 65
 Lifeline (online chat available 7pm -4am
daily) phone 13 11 14
 Suicide Call Back Service (video
Counselling available 24 hours, 7 days a
week) 1300 659 467
 Regional Access (free online and
telephone counselling 24 hours a day, 7
days a week) 1300 032 186
 Kids Helpline 1800 551 800
 Headspace ( online chat available) 1800
650 890
 Men’s line (online and video counselling
available) 1300 789 978
 Beyond Blue ( online chat 3pm – 12am )
1300 224 636
 1800Respect sexual assault/domestic and
family violence/abuse ( online chat
available 24 hours, 7 days a week) 1800
737 732 – free call – 24 hours
 Reach out http://au.reachout.com/
 Conversation matters
http://www.conversationsmatter.com.au/
 R U OK? https://www.ruok.org.au/
Regards
Marie Flavel
Student Well-being Leader

Administration News
2021 school fees were due to be paid by the end of
Term 1. If you believe that you are eligible for school
card please go online to sa.gov.au/education/schoolcard. This is a very easy
and quick process to apply for school card. If you
would prefer a hard copy please call Melissa or Carol
and we will be happy to send a copy of the school
card form home with your child. Alternatively if you
would like to make a regular payments please come

and see Melissa and she will be happy to assist you. If
you have any questions in relation to school fees
please do not hesitate to contact Melissa.
Also, a reminder that there are school shorts available
to purchase at $15 each.

School Community News
We always say how lucky we are as a school to be
supported by our local community on a daily basis.
But we would to say a big thank you to a past student
Chloe Gray. Chloe started her Brass Fox Studio
business last year during Covid 19.
Chloe found different avenues to get her products on
the market. Her home made products are quality
diffusers, candles and melts. She uses a coconut soy
base with no nasties in them therefore making it
completely safe to use around the entire family and
even pets. Chloe sold her products at Tailem Bend
Hotel and Tailem Bend Hardware store. Kay Millard
also displaying one of the diffusers in her hair salon.
With the sales of some of the products Chloe has
wanted to make a donation towards our school.
Chloe has donated $160 to our SRC in hope that we
can use it towards something that will benefit our
students. We would like to thank Chloe very much
with her kind donation. You can follow Chloe on
Instagram and make any new purchase by following
Brass Fox Studio. You may also visit the Tailem Bend
Hotel or the Tailem Bend Hardware to make
purchases of Chloe’s products. Thank you again Chloe
and we wish you the very best in your business
adventure.

Week 1 Class Awards
Year 7 Mrs Schubert & Miss Saddlier
Kane
Respect for self: For exemplary behaviour
on the Captain Proud Excursion proving
him to be a great leader and ambassador
of our school.
Year 5/6 Mr Bartlett
Shaina
Respect for Teaching and Learning:
showing a calm and positive attitude
towards her learning!
Year 4/5 Mrs Richter & Mrs Hams
Bastion
For his enthusiasm for learning and his
positive attitude.
Year 3/4 Miss Reeves
Yasmeena
Teaching and Learning: Great start to
Term 2, contributing to lessons and
sharing her ideas.
Year 2/3 Mrs Schutz
Cruz
For working confidently and
independently during Digital tech.
Awesome effort.
Year 1/2 Miss Trembath
Mason
For following directions, working well and
applying himself to tasks. Keep it up!
Year 1 Mrs Kluske & Mrs Bruce
Heath
For confidently sounding out the
beginning, middle and end sounds in
spelling, well done Heath!
Receptions Mrs Paech
Bodhi
For demonstrating an inquisitive and
hardworking attitude towards his
learning in all areas.

